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Vandalism strikes at campus housing
By Bettina
Phillips
News Writer
The discovery of five
broken glass cases that
house fire alarm stations
at the Central Campus
Residence Hall (CCRH)
during the last week of
September led to an in
vestigation of the matter
by the Resident Director
of
CCRH,
Steve
Whitlock. "I take pride
in the residence hall and
I want to keep the fire
alarm equipment in topnotch order for the safety
of the residents," says
Whitlock.
Whitlock is in the pro
cess of interviewing stu
dents for information
which may lead to ap
propriate punishment
for the guilty party. Ac
cording to Whitlock, fal
sifying an alarm is a
criminal offense, but as
Resident Director, he at
tempts to internally in
vestigate problematic
residential matters. He
may seek assistance from
proper authorities if the
guilty party is uncoop
erative. "The majority of
the time residents take
responsibility for their
actions, which allows me

Fire glass cases around fire alarms have recently been
vandalized in CCRH. (Photo by Dauphne Rogers)
to handle situations accordingly," says Whitlock.
Whitlock encourages an
educational disciplinary
system that may demand
that a resident offender
conduct a program, create
an informative pamplet, or

produce a bulletin board
on safety within the halls
of CCRH.
Numerous facts about
the incident remain un
known.
Whitlock has not been
able to pinpoint a specific

time and date for the of
fense, and the device
used to break the glass is
presently unknown. De
viance is the only motive
suspected at this time.
Whitlock does not be
lieve that the acts of van
dalism are related to the
failure of several fire
alarms earlier in the se
mester. He emphasizes
the dependability of the
alarm system in opera
tion and states that a
back-up system is in
place at CCRH. He in
sists that the around-theclock staff on hand is ef
ficient and says that, in
case of emergencies, staff
members will go door-todoor at CCRH to secure
the safety of students.
"It has been a quiet
year, and I appreciate
that. It shows that the
students respect the sys
tem and care for the
safety of their fellow stu
dents," says Whitlock.
He states that no
alarms have sounded as
a result of fire, smoke, or
pranks this school year.
According to Whitlock,
the alarm system is very
sensitive and has only
sounded once when trig
gered by the steam from
a broken hot water line.

The past month has seen 21 car break-ins, the majority
taking place between Morton Hall and CCRH. (Photo
by Dauphen Rogers)

Twenty-one cars were
vandalized on campus
during the past month
By Jason Moore
News Writer
In the past month,
UAH
underwent
a
scourge of automobile-re
lated vandalism. Since
September 9, there have
been 21 reports of vandal
ism. In most instances win
dows were shattered in or
der for the cars to be plun
dered. According to Steve
Whitlock, Resident Direc
tor of the Central Campus
Residence Hall (CCRH),
up until September 28, 21
cars had been broken into
in ten days. Six out of 21
cars were unlocked or had
their windows rolled
down. Six out of 21 cars

had stereos with detach
able faces that were not re
moved, indicating a prefer
ence for factory installed
stereos. The break-ins were
relatively
scattered
throughout the campus,
though there was a greater
frequency of break-ins in
the area between Morton
Hall and CCRH. The tar
geting appears to be ran
dom with the more boun
tiful and accessible pros
pects receiving more atten
tion.
With this surge of activ
ity, Campus Police Chief
Gary Gailliard sought to

See Vandalized,
page 3

UAH to celebrate Alcohol Awareness Week
By Jennifer
Roberts
Managing Editor
The UAH Counseling
Center and Bacchus will be
sponsoring UAH's celebra-

A video will be shown on
alcohol poisoning to
celebrate
Alcohol
Awareness Week in CCEH
on October 17. (Photo by
Dauphne Rogers)

tion of National Collegiate
Alcohol Awareness Week,
which will be held October
15-21. Dr. Frank Nagy, Di
rector of the Counseling
Center, stated, "The pur
pose of the week is to en
courage students to be
more aware of their alcohol
consumption if they do
drink. We want to discour
age binge drinking. If stu
dents are going to drink,
we're encouraging that

they drink more responsi
bly. We also want to en
courage students not to
drink and drive."
As for the activities of
the week, the program
sponsors will be showing
a video on alcohol poison
ing in CCRH and South
east. The video will be
shown in CCRH on Tues
day, October 17 at 8 p.m.
and in Southeast on
Wednesday, October 18 at

8 p.m.
Throughout the week,
literature will be available
to students. The literature
includes 50 Things You

Should Know About Alcohol)
Alcohol Poisoning, How to
Help a Friend With a Drink
ing Problem-, and Drinking
and Driving: How to Save a
Friend's Life (and YourOwn).

See Awareness,
page 3

Know any Scary Stories.
See page 9
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Faculty Senate discuses
higher education needs

Liberal Arts,
Careers, and You
Sociology: a new way to
look at the world

Rv
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Crutcher

By Dr. Glenna Colclough

News Writer

Chair, Sociology Department
Afamous sociologist C. Wright Mills, describes
sociology as a process, a perspective, and a qualnafcion." In his book by that name, he begins by
describing the dilemma of most people living in
today's fastpaced, modem world. He argues that
we often feel trapped in our own private orbits in
what happens to us. We are increasingly bom
barded with information about the world around
us and the forces that shape our lives. Yet, we can
rarely make sense of all of this information and
use it to understand our own situations, much less
that of others. This is what a sociological imagi
nation can offer you - a chance to acquire the con
ceptual skills and tools that will allow you to
grasp, "the interplay of man and society, of biog
raphy and history, of self and the world" (Mills,
1954.4).
The sociology program at UAH provides a va
riety of courses to help you develop this "socio
logical imagination." In courses like Gender Roles
or Marriage and Family you will learn how
Wi
by the expectations within our culture for how
each sex should behave. You will learn the reality
freedom and tolerance in courses like Social Strati
fication or Race and Ethnic Relations. The social
forces that shape our lives from infancy to old age
are explored in courses such as Sociology of Child
hood and Social Gerontology And, the necessary
skills to acquire, understand, and evaluate differ
ent types of information that will help us answer
our questions can be developed in Research Meth
ods and Social Statistics.
Sociology will not only help you understand
yourself and your link to society; it provides you
the opportunity to develop the important skills of
critical thinking, analysis and communication
which are essential to most careers in today's
world. As the economy and labor markets rap
idly change, a necessary trait for surviving and
succeeding is flexibility. There are many positions
in business, government, private foundations and
voluntary associations that will provide the re
quired training for performing specific jobs. Em
ployers in these organizations look for people who
can learn, think and communicate their ideas ef
fectively. These skills are transferable from one
job to another as you move between the several
careers you will probably have in your lifetime.
They provide the flexibility you need to continue
to grow and make the choices that confront you
throughout your life.
In sum, sociology is a discipline for those who
have more questions than answers about the world
around them. It is for those who wonder how the
Internet affects democratization around the world.
It is for those who are trying to understand "the
immigration problem" as well as those who are
trying to understand why it's defined as a prob
lem! It is for those who are trying to evaluate the
efficacy of "welfare reform." It is for students who
want to look into the future - their own, their
society's, the world's - by discovering the history
of yesterday and today. It is for people who real
ize that they too make history with everything they
say and do, and would like to make their contri
butions more meaningful. If you are one of these
people, come check us out at 344, Morton Hall/
We'd really like to talk to you about sociology.
(Ref. C.Wright Mills, 1959. The Sociological ImagiOxford U.
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Due to special circum
stances, normal business
was suspended and the
September 28 meeting of
the UAH Faculty Senate
was addressed by the. dis
tinguished Howard Hall
of Arab. Hall is a munici
pal judge and Representa
tive of the Alabama Leg
islature for the Arab dis
trict. As Chair of the Ala
bama Weighs and Means
Education Committee in
the House, Hall addressed
the faculty regarding
higher education funding.
The goal, Hall ex
plained, is to begin a dia
logue between UAH and
education
funding
sources. Every four years,
new constitutional officers
are elected and a new

funding is distributed.
distributed,
Funding is divided into
two categories—educa
tion funding and general
funding. Education fund
ing includes institutions
such as the University of
Alabama. General fund
ing includes state troop
ers, the Department of
Human Resources, and
other similar institutions.
At the beginning of the
last four-year term, educa
tion funding was granted
4.3 billion dollars and gen
eral funding received 1
billion dollars.
The numbers look and
sound good. However, in
his lecture, Hall points out
that, for several years, in
cluding this one, there has
been no plan for the bud
get. Estimates are made as
to where the money goes.
If estimates are good, then
there are no financial dif
ficulties. However if esti

mates supersede the budget, the money is gone and
there is no more for an
other four years.
Hall attributes much of
the problem to the regres
sive tax structure in Ala
bama. It is regressive in
that taxes is heaviest on
those that can least afford
it. That includes what
Hall calls "government
via Wal-Mart". If institu
tions such as Wal-Mart do
well financially, then so do
we. If they do not do well,
we suffer. We suffer be
cause we have formed no
safety net.
Progress has to be
made. People like Seth
Hammond, according to
Hall, are a good start. Be
fore he was elected
Speaker of the House, he
conducted a study of ev
ery legislative state in the
country and learned what
works and what does not.

His goal
.
goal became
became ^
to com

mit to and empower the
Alabama legislature.
Progress requires a
plan. A plan is to create
education entities with
goals and objectives
Working on a budget pro
cess before funding de
creases in the future will
compensate for the finan
cial "dips" we may en
counter.
Faculty members can
play an important role in
the funding process. They
can become involved by
sending letters, e-mails
and faxes to the Senate.
Hall emphasized that it is
vital that faculty become
involved. "In a democ
racy you get no better gov
ernment than those who
participate," stated Hall.
"Roll up your sleeves and
get involved."

Across the Campus
What did you do over Fall Break?

Photos by Dauphne Rogers

Pedro
Rodrigues

Toro
Hill

Senior
Graphic
Design

Senior
Computer
Science

attempted homework,
slept, and hung out with
my friends."

I traveled with the soccer
team to Tennessee and
North Carolina."

"I

Charlie
Eric
Flemming Mathews
Senior
Graphic
Design
"I was busy admiring fe
male silhouettes and
working at O'Charlies."

Junior
Graphic
Design
"I did a lot of work on the

Addys project and got
'drank on' by hittingso
clubs."

Women s Community Health Center
Abortion Service
Free Regular Pregnancy Testing
Huntsville's Only Clinic
Licenced by the State of
Alabama to perform Abortions

533.9228
131 Longwood Dr. SW

Toll Free
1-800-666-9228

®
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Campus Week of Dialogue
By Bettina
Phillips

exposed to diverse beliefs,
attitudes, and cultures. It
can be a time of frustra
tion, confusion, and reevaluation of one's beliefs.
We want people to recog
nize that it can also be a
time of learning and gain
ing greater insight," said
Smith.
The event served as an
opportunity for students
of various cultural back
grounds to openly discuss
views on stereotypes in
today's society. Students
participated in discus
sions concerning stereo
types among races, na
tionalities, fraternities and
sororities, men and

News Writer
In honor of the third
annual Campus Week of
Dialogue, the UAH Black
Student Association (BSA)
hosted an evening of en
tertainment and educa
tional discussion on
Wednesday. Although the
evening served as an op
portunity for fellowship
among students of diverse
backgrounds, the educa
tional benefits were of pri
mary importance to the
association's advisor, Dr.
Sherri Smith. "College is
a time when people are

women,
athletes,
southerners, northerners,
and various other groups.
The discussions revolved
around an episode of A
Different World, a 1980's
spin-off of the Cosby
Show which focused on
campus life.
The Campus Week of
Dialogue is a nationally
celebrated event during
the month of October. The
U.S. Department of Edu
cation promotes the Cam
pus Week of Dialogue and
the National College Week
in response to President
Clinton's challenge for
One America in the 21st
Century: The President's

Initiative on Race which
began on June 14,1997. It
is President Clinton's vi
sion which stimulated the
development of these two
consecutive weeks be
tween October 10th and
October 23rd for three
years on college campuses
across America. The ini
tiatives developed by the
U.S. Department of Edu
cation entitled, Many
Paths, One Journey:
Building One America attempts
to
answer
Clinton's request that
Americans join him in a
national effort to deal
openly and honestly with
racial differences.

be a seasonal activity on
the part of the perpetra
tors.
Last November, a
group of juveniles were
apprehended, and the
break-ins subsided.
As of yet there is no in
formation on the assail
ants, nor is there any indi

cation that these break-ins
were the work of the same
people.
Chief
Gailliard
strongly urges people to
be alert and report any
suspicious conditions or
activities to the UAH
Campus Police by calling
824-6911.

For more information
about the events of National Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness Week, contact

event coordinators Todd
Veland at tod2@prodigy.
net or Zara Green at
christiansweetie@yahoox:om.

Vandalized, continued from page 1
encourage students, fac
ulty and staff to take pre
cautionary measures.
"We are trying to edu
cate people about what is
going on. Any time
throughout the day these
things can happen," stated
Gailliard. "We are urging
people to take simple pre

ventive measures."
Until this past week
end, there had been a
nine-day hiatus.
It is hoped that with
foresight on the part of
UAH motorists, this prob
lem of automobile vandal
ism can be avoided.
The looting appears to

Awareness, continued from page 1
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The literature will be
offered at booths in the UC
and during the showings
of the video. For those
who are unable to attend
the events, literature will
be available in the Coun
seling Center in UC 113.
Examples of the facts in
the pamphlets are as fol
lows: Two out of five
people in the United
States will be involved in
an alcohol-related crash at
some time in their lives;
Over 38 percent of drown
ing accidents are alcoholrelated; Alcohol affects
every organ in the body;
There is no safe level of
alcohol use for pregnant
women; Signs of alcohol

ism include drinking
alone and hiding bottles;
and 1 in 13 adults in the
United States abuse alco
hol or are alcoholic. Pick
up copies of the pam
phlets for further facts on
alcohol.
UAH students are also
encouraged to stop by the
"Mocktail" Bar in the UC
lobby on October 18 from
11 a.m. until 12:30 p.m.
Free samples of virgin
drinks, such as strawberry
daiquiris and pina
coladas, will be served at
the event. The event is
being held to "encourage
students to recognize that
they don't need alcohol to
have fun," said Nagy.

Cort Shuttle
6610 Old Madison Pike. Suite I04A

72 1.0577

www.cortshuttle.com

"Let us buy the gas.
Round-trip shuttle service from Huntsville
to the Birmingham and Nashville Airports!

Using the Campus Wide Card
and the Xerox Copier:
• Insert the Charger Card in the reader slot,
starting at the top, slide it down until it stops.
DO NOT REMOVE CARD!
» This message will display on reader.
15:15
Copies=

yo

VO

thfl

15:15
Copies=

foil

Fr
de

sad

Tues 3 Oct 00
$=
0.00

• Press the appropriate keys on the copier to
make the copies you wish to make.
• The reader display shows both the number of
copies and the total price of the transaction.

Cc

el

0

10

Tues 3 Oct 00
$=
0.60

Sunday, October 15
8:30am • 10:30am • 6:00pm

1 0 . Valley J)
i 1 Fellowship
/I
HctaaAn-

• When you are finished, remove your card.
• The account is debited for the copies you
made.
15:17
Tues 3 Oct 00
BalanceCopies 34.40

GorcnonDr.

3616 Holmes Ave. (One Block East of Jordan Ln)
(256) 533-5117 • www.valleyfellowsnip.com

It's a
Tech
thing
By Greg Bacon
Technology Writer
The balance of power is the scale ofpeace. The saine
balance would be preserved were all the world desti
tute of arms, for all would be alike; but since some will
not,, others dare not lap them aside...
Thomas Paine, "Thoughts on Defensive War"
If you've watched any late night TV or taken a
trip to Radio Shack lately, you've seen the :CueCat
from Digital: Convergence. Despite the corny
name (forgive me for not omitting the colons), the
CueCat solves an annoying problem. Yet, in the
process, DC ironically makes an annoyance of it
self.
Uniform resource locators, or URLs, are text
strings that tell web browsers how to find infor
mation on the WWW. For example, the Exponent's
URL is http://exponent.uah.edu/. The World
Wide Web's creator, Tim Berners-Lee (no, not A1
Gore), has lamented publicly that humans were
never intended to see URLs. Consider, for ex
ample, the URL for Alabama's Constitution of
1901: http://www.legislature.state.al.us/
Constitutionl901_toc.htm. Now try to remember

making a typing error.
Fellow veterans of Psych 101 and 102 with Dr.
Torres can tell you that most people can only com
mit about seven chunks of information to shortterm memory. One nice feature of computers is
that they have lots and lots of memory, so we see
solutions like bookmark lists, so-called link farms
where people fill Web pages with links to other
pages, search engines, and so on. Those are fine
so long as you confine yourself to one medium,
but what happens when you want to publish URLs
in dead tree media? Long URLs look terrible in
newspapers and magazines (just look at the Con
stitution URL above), and there's still the prob
lem of transferring URLs between media. That's
CueCat's niche. The CueCat is a barcode reader
that can, for example,scan the barcode on a Coke
bottle and direct your browser to http://
www.coke.com/. If you scan a book's ISBN, your
browser will go to the publisher's page for that
book. It also reads special barcodes called Cues
that newspapers and magazines can print as an
aesthetically pleasing alternative to long, ugly
Great! Annoyance gone, right? Well, sort of.
DC traded one annoyance for another. A guy
named Michael Rothwell had the idea to use a
CueCat to compile information about his expan
sive book collection. DC doesn't provide a driver
(software that enables your computer to "talk" to
peripherals) for Linux, so he wrote his own and
distributed it freely on the Internet. Soon after,
Rothwell received a cease-and-desist letter from
DC's lawyers. Baltimore Sun reporter Mike
Himowitz asked DC about the situation, and DC
claimed that Rothwell infringes on a patent cov
ering the use of barcode scanners to generate net
work events. Why is DC wasting their time with
a little guy when they could go after a big dog like
Wal-Mart? Every time a cashier at Wal-Mart scans
an item's barcode, thescanner generates a network
event to look up the item's price. The new annoy
ance is that DC is using a trivial patent aggres
sively.
The US Patent and Trademark Office has fool
ishly granted thousands of trivial software pat
ents. For example, Microsoft has a patent

See Bacon, page 10

Charger Volleyball back in business
Sportsline
By Renea
Harrison

Sports Writer

A QUICK UPDATE FROM UAH ATHLETICS

Men's Soccer
Record: 5-5 overall 2-1 in GSC
UAH 1, West Florida 0
Montevallo 3, UAH 0
UAH 2, Lincoln Memorial1 ( O f )
UAH 2, Brevard County 1 (2 OT)

Women's Soccer
Record: 6-4 overall, 1-2 in GSC
West Florida 2. UAH 1
lontevailo 3, UAH 1
JAH 1, Lincoln Memorial 0

: 9-9 overall, 3-3 in GSC
Alabama 3, UAH 0
i. Miss. Univ. for Women 0
UAH 3, Central Missouri State 2
UAH 3, Druryl
Florida Southern 3, UAH 0

Sandpit volleyball coed tournament
4:00 Not Ashamed vs. Winners
4:35 Los Pantalones vs. Delta Chi
5:10 Cheesiez vs. The Players

Sandpit volleyball tournament
6:00 Seed 1 vs. Seed 4
6:45 Seed 3 vs. Seed 2

Hag football
October 15
1:00 Delta Chi vs. Taus
1:00 Pikes vs. 604 Boyz
2:00 Front-line vs. Individuals
2:00 System of the Down vs. Stomp
3:00 Sigma Nil vs. Peculiar People

The trip to the Central
Missouri State Volleyball
Invitational was just the
kind of turning point that
the struggling Lady
Chargers (9-9 overall, 3-3
in conference) had been
looking for. In the midst
of what some might con
sider an off year for the
Lady Charger Volleyball
team, a 2-1 record at this
extremely competitive
tournament was an excel
lent step toward a strong
second half of the 2000
season.
The Lady Chargers
opened up the tourna
ment with a win against
the home team, the Cen
tral Missouri State Jennies.
This was definitely an up
set. The Lady Chargers
beat the stunned Jennies
in a five game match. The
Lady Chargers triumphed
in the first two games 1511. Central Missouri State
took third and fourth
games, 15-8 and 15-11.
The highlight of the match
was the grueling fifth
game, which ended in a
victory for the Lady
Chargers, 16-14.
Ellen LaFiore had 31
kills in the match, fol
lowed be Erin Denny's 22
and Melissa Feldman's14.
Cathryn Sterling led the
defense with 14 digs, and
setter Jane Baumgartner

The Lady Chargers capped off a week of play with an upset over Central Missouri
State, the South Central Region's top ranked team. (Photo by Danny Parker)
set a school record for as
sists with 76.
Coach Laura Taube
was thrilled about the
win. "I really didn't ex
pect to beat CMSU. They
are ranked first in our re
gion and No. 17 in the na
tion," said Taube. "The
team really clicked, and
our chemistry came to
gether this weekend. The
girls are all getting along
and working together, and
we certainly played well
enough to deserve the
win. Beating CMSU was
definitely a much needed
confidence builder."
It seems that the Lady
Chargers carried that con
fidence over into the next
game in which they de
feated Drury College in
four games. UAH lost the
first game but fought back
and took the next three.
LaFiore had 17 kills and 12
defensive
digs.
Baumgartner tallied 10

digs to go along with her three games in this match.
44 assists. Feldman also LaFiore had 11 kills for the
played excellent offense match. Denny added six
and defense with 13 kills kills along with 11 digs,
and 14 digs. Sterling and Lindsay Dunham and
rounded off the list of Feldman contributed five
Lady Chargers reaching kills each.
Coach Taube attributes
double digits in two cat
egories. She had 10 kills the loss to the fact that
and a team leading 17 "Florida Southern blocked
us very well. Every time
digs.
Sterling is glad that her any of our attackers hit,
team "has finally found there were two Florida
some spark that we Southern players there to
needed to win. The over block. They also ran the
all effort this weekend was slide better than any team
much more intense that it we have played so far."
has been all season. Now Despite the loss, Coach
that we have gotten a taste Taube was glad to have a
of how we need to play to chance to play a team like
beat good teams, hope Florida Southern. "The
fully we'll keep doing it." next time we play a team
Unfortunately, the with a good blocking
Lady Chargers would not game, we will be better
finish the tournament un prepared and know what
defeated. They were de to expect. The match was
feated in their final match definitely a good learning
by the Florida Southern experience for us. Over
Lady Moccasins. The all, I am very pleased with
Lady Chargers lasted only our play this weekend.

Men's Soccer improve record to .500 with
two overtime victories over the weekend
By Ronak Patel
Sports Writer
The UAH Men's Soccer
team, who entered their
road trip over the week
end with a record of 3-5,
left the weekend with a
record of 5-5.
The weekend theme for
the men's team was deja
vu, as the final score of
both games were 2-1 in
overtime.
To open the weekend,
the men's team played
Lincoln Memorial in

Harrogate, Tennessee.
The men's team was
the aggressor in this game,
despite the 2-1 outcome.
The Chargers took 12
shots on goal compared to
Lincoln Memorial's five
shots on goal.
The scoring for the
game began when Chad
Stevens of LMU scored at
the 24:02 mark of the first
half.
Not to be outdone,
UAH's captain Stephen
Anacker scored his first
goal of the season a mere

thirty seconds later to tie
the game
The game went into
halftime, tied at one.
The game labored on,
scoreless, amidst the
windy conditions, into
overtime.
Forward
Joseph
Mujwala scored at the
104:28 mark to lift the
Chargers to a 2-1 victory.
From there, the men's
team went on to Brevard,
South Carolina to play
Brevard College.
In another marathon,

UAH upended Brevard 21, and, this time, in double
overtime.
The game was scoreless
in the first half. Thirteen
minutes into the second
half, Jarrod Morton of
Brevard College scored
the game's first goal.
With seven minutes left
in regulation play, UAH's
Francis Katumba scored
on a penalty kick to knot
the game at 1-1. It was deja
vu all over for the men's
team as another overtime
came.

But no team could
muster a goal, and thus, a
second overtime came.
At the 116:30 mark of
the game, Forward Robert
Smith, UAH'S leading
goal scorer, put an end to
this marathon with a goal
to close the weekend for
the men's team.
The win gave the men's
team a 5-5 record for the
season.
Momentum is now on
the men's side with their
big victories over the
weekend. They have now

won three of their last fou
games and now go in
their next week show
down with Harding

versitywithachancetogo

over the .500 mark.
After starting the se
son at 1-3, they are no >
without a doubt, on
right track for their «e
maining six game
the regular season.
The next game is
away game ag*
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Midnight madness kicks off
The Phi Beta Sigma fra
the night, including one
ball season.
ternity
will present a step
The doors at Spragins lucky fan who will have a
UAH Sports
show
as part of the
Hall open at 10 PM, with chance to take the SGA/
evening's
activities.
Information
the first 350 fans receiving Charger Challenge and try
The
night
will conclude
It is coming....the mad a free Midnight Madness to win $10,000 dollars.
with
the
introduction
of
Students
can
sign
up
in
ness returns to the UAH T-shirt compliments of the
the 2000-2001 UAH
advance
for
the
Alpha
Tau
campus Saturday, October UAH SGA.
Charger basketball teams
Also there will be free Omega Slam Dunk
14th when the UAH Stu
and their first practice of
Fest
and
the
Dizzy
dent Government Asso food provided by Jerry's
the season.
Dribble
relay
races
by
con
ciation, Jerry's Bama Beef, Bama Beef and Papa
Come out and support
tacting
Dave
Stewart
in
Papa John's Pizza and John's Pizza while sup
the
UAH Chargers as they
the
UAH
Sports
Informa
UAH Athletics presents plies last.
prepare
for the new sea
tion
Department
at
824There will be contests
Midnight Madness 2000
son.
2201
or
by
entail
at
to celebrate the beginning for students and the pub
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Dubberly's goal gives Lady
Chargers first conference win
first shutout. Drinnen also
had five saves.
Sports Writer
Elizabeth Dubberly's
goal,
which was the even
The Lady Chargers
tual
game
winner, came
went into Saturday's
late
in
the
first half and
game against Lincoln Me
was
her
second
of the year.
morial without a win in
After
beating
3-9 Lin
conference play in the last
coln
Memorial,
the
Lady
two years. All that
Chargers
are
now
6-4
changed with the Charg
overall
with
a
1-2
record
in
ers' 1-0 win in Harrogate,
their
conference.
Not
only
Tennessee. Freshman
Elizabeth Dubberly gave was this their first confer
the Chargers their only ence win in two years, but
goal, and goalkeeper it was also their first road
Leslie Drinnen had her conference win ever. The

By Keith Conrad

Vilders is among the
win also tied them for the
Gulf
South Conferences'
most wins ever in season,
top
scorers.
This season,
which was set last year
she
has
already
totaled 17
when the Lady Chargers
points,
which
is
12 more
were 6-9-1.
than
anyone
else
on the
Freshman
Cory
Lady
Chargers.
Also,
her
Vilders, who tied the
two
winning
goals
this
single season record for
goals with eight, was season have been one of
scoreless in her one at the biggest factors in the
tempt in this game. How Lady Chargers' vast im
ever, Vilders still has a provement this season.
chance to break the record Vilders is also the leading
on October 13 against candidate for the Gulf
Harding University in South Conferences Fresh
man of the Year award.
Searcy, Arkansas.

UAH Charger Hockey picked
No. 2 in CHA Preseason Poll
By Antoine Bell
UAH Sports
Information
The 1999-2000 season
began with the UAH
hockey team looking up at
Niagara from the No. 2
spot in the College
Hockey America pre
season poll.
This season, the Charg
ers will begin the cam
paign chasing Bemidji

State. CHA coaches season All-Conference new season on October 1314 against Bowling Green
picked the Beavers as the team.
State at the Von Braun
Leading
the
way
was
favorite to win the 2001
Center.
preseason
Player
of
the
title.
The series will be spe
Year
selection
Dwayne
The Chargers were fol
cial
for both head coach
Blais.
Blais,
a
senior
for
lowed by a graduation
Doug Ross and Director of
ward
from
Sudbury,
depleted, defending CHA
champion Niagara in Ontario, finished the '99- Athletics Jim Harris.
Both are BGSU alumni.
third place. Air Force and 2000 season with eight
Face
off on both nights is
goals
and
26
assists
in
29
Wayne State were tied for
7 p.m.
fourth while Findlay was games.
The Chargers, 17-10-4,
picked sixth.
12-5-1
in the CHA in '99League coaches also
2000,
are
set to open the
named the CHA pre

Mass Immigration or Moderation?
Immigration can make — or break — a country. The key issue is numbers. The
US. Census Bureau projects that U.S. population may do able within fifty
years — to more than half a billion—if the current
unprecedented levels of immigration continue.
Long before then, such explosive growth will place serious strain
on the environment, natural resources, and social harmony.
For more information, contact the American Immigration
Control Foundation on the net at www.cfw-.com/-nicfodn
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high-tech jobs after YOU graduate, (heck out the site:
http://heafter.cs.ucditYis.edu/lfcia.htmi
American Immigration
Control Foundation
Box 525, Monte rev. VA 24465
(540) 468-2022
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Whoa
Nellie..
By Danny
Parker
Sports Editor

Spoiled brats
are people too
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I would like to take a few minutes and say a
few words about an article I recently read in this
very same newspaper. The article talks about how
student athletes here on campus receive special
treatment. The article's author refers to a bending
of the rules, schedule prioritizing, and grade le
niency in favor of these athletes.
First off I would like to apologize on behalf of

caused her. After reading her article, it has be
come apparent that these athletes have filled all
English and journalistic classes, thus prohibiting
matical skills.
What this writer has failed to take into consid
eration is that being an athlete is like having an
extra job to go along with being a full-time stu
dent. Participating in collegiate athletics is not all
fun and games. Waking up at four or five in the
morning to be in the gym lifting weights or run
ning is not all that its cracked up to be - especially
when you have a full load of classes not long after
the workout is finished. I don't believe the ath
letes are being "catered to" when they are run
ning three miles before school starts in below freez
ing temperatures.
Getting ready for games, matches, and tourna
ments is only half of the task at hand. Athletes are
also called upon to miss countless classes and
study sessions in order to get on a crowded bus or
van and travel for 16+ hours only to have to get
up early the following day to represent UAH. AH
the while these young people have to maintain a
GPA of 2.0 or higher. Given that a 'C average is
not too much to ask for, it is still hard for many of
the newer athletes to become adjusted either to
life in a four-year college or simply college itself
after high school.
Despite all the gripes about the athletes getting
things spoon-fed, athletes still cariry a higher GPA
as a whole than the student body of UAH. If you
think that athletes are given grades, you might
need to have your temperature checked. No foot
ball team at our little 7,000 student Division II
university is going to pull in $8 million for play
ing in a bowl game. No athlete at UAH is being
asked upon to gain nationwide hotoriety for the
school and consequently receiving grades free of
charge. If memory serves me correctly, the only
UAH athlete ever to become even remotely famous
came upon her status by taking her clothes off for
a photographer. You see what the NCAA did to
her for being so famous and using the school
name...they took her scholarship away. UAH
didn't even offer to give her an A+ in Human
Anatomy for her "efforts".
Many of the athletes at UAH are walk-ons as
well. Most of the athletic programs could not come
close to fielding a competitive team if it weren't
for these people who play out of sheer love for
their sport. It's not like the baseball team gets 34
scholarships every year. A more accurate number
would be closer to half that amount while the ros
ter number still hovers in the low to mid 30's. Yet,

See Parker page 9

Entertainment

What a treat for dance lovers!

Humor
Me

By Emily Gaither

By Emily
Gaiiher
Entertainment
Editor

Regis, I'm on
to you
With the millennium having approached, there
has been much talk of the end of the world, the
dreaded apocalypse and its imminent arrival.
Much like Revelations, we've all been reduced to
a number, and the portents seem to all be there.
However, I am here to tell you that I've figured
out how it's gonna go down. Regis Philbin is the
antichrist, and he will be the instrument of the end.
The man knows no limits. Besides the obvious
success of that show, oh what's it called, he now
has a board game, a CD, not to mention still being
the head honcho at Live with Regis, sans Kathie Lee
and her Iridsf' accolades. Think about it The false
at once to truly carry off a good Armageddon.
Forget Saddam Hussein. What has he done lately?
He hasn't left the Middle East in decades. No way
could he gather the crowds that Mr. Philbin has
garnered.
Also, it seems as though we should be aware
of something about the unholy masses, \i Million
aire is any indication of the followers. They will
be extraordinarily geeky, with little to no common
sense. Useless trivia will rule the land, and people
who Jhave apparently been living in some sort of
information bio-dome with no interaction with
others will be on top.
Housewives will make total fools of themselves
via videotape just to have the chance to share a
couch with Regis the Unhallowed (oh, wait, that
already happened). See? It's starting already, we
may not have much time left. I'll leave you with a
warning: Beware of badly sung CDs recorded by
morning radio personalities. That may not narrow
it down, but that's all I'm allowed to say right now.

By Emily Gaither
Entertainment
Editor
The Huntsville Symphony Orchestra will
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present the Opening Clas
sical concert of the 2000/
2001 season Saturday, Oc
tober 14 at 8:15 p.m. in the
VBC Concert Hall.
Happy Birthday Dahling

Job opportunities available at
®Jp ^rxpnnnxf.

Gain valuable resume experience.
Available positions:
News Writers
Entertainment Writers
Sports Writers
Sales Associates

including Savion's men
tors, Jimmy Slyde, Buster
Entertainment
Brown, and Dianne
Editor
Walker, and Savion's new
The Broadway Theatre protege, ten year-old
League of Huntsville in Cartier A. Williams.
vites you to join them on
The concert will be part
Tuesday, October 17 at of an eight-week tour that
7:30 p.m. and Wednesday, began on September 26 in
October 18 at 2 p.m. at the Chicago. Foot Notes was
Von Braun Center to enjoy conceived, directed and
two performances of choreographed by Glover
Savion Glover, who has and is being produced by
been referred to as "the Columbia Artists Theatri
Michael Jordan of tap."
cals, Inc. and Maniactin,
Foot Notes, the concert, Inc. Among other cities the
will feature, besides well- concert will tour are
renowned dancer Savion Greenville, SC, Detriot,
Glover, a cast of diverse MI, and San Francisco,
and talented dancers. On CA.
the stage will be four gen
At 26 years-old, Savion
erations of tap dancers, Glover has already made

quite a name for himself in
the dance world and be
yond. In 1996, he won the
Tony Award for his chore
ography in the Broadway
hit Bring in 'da Noise, Bring
in 'da Funk. He has also
won the 1996 Drama Desk
Award, the Outer Critics
Circle Award for choreog
raphy, two Obie Awards
and two Fred Astaire
Awards for his perfor
mance. In addition, he
won the 1996 Dance
Magazine Choreographer
of the Year Award.
He debuted on Broad
way at age 12, starring in
The Tap Dance Kid. He costarred with Gregory
Hines on Broadway, as

well as in his film debut at
age 13 in Tap, along with
Sammy Davis, Jr. He was
a season regular on Sesame
Street, for five years, and
was just recently in Puff
Daddy's video for All
About the Benjamins. His
latest film project will be
Spike Lee's movie Bam
boozled, which is slated to
hit theatres in October of
this year.
Call the Broadway The
atre League at 518-6155 to
get ticket information re
garding Foot Notes. Don't
miss this chance to see a
truly talented cast of danc
ers perform in Huntsville.

Alive with the sound of bluegrass
By Paul Lindgren
Entertainment
Writer
The campus of Athens
State University was alive
this weekend with that
"high and lonesome
sound."
Folk musicians of all
sorts met once again for
the 34th Annual Tennessee
Valley Old Time Fiddler's
Convention, carrying on
their backs their banjos,
guitars, mandolins and
dulcimers.
There was no place you
could hide from the bluegrass fever, and why
would you want to?
The Fiddler's Conven
tion is the largest bluegrass festival in North
Alabama, bringing in an
estimated 15,000 bluegrass and folk music fans

from all over the South
east. It has come quite a
ways from what originally
began as a handful of lo
cal musicians meeting in
a rural kitchen.
Today, nearly 200 con
testants compete for cash
prizes in categories rang
ing from harmonica and
dulcimer to fiddling and
buck dancing. The various
contests take place under
the four great Dorian col
umns of antebellum
Founder's Hall, chris
tened Matthew, Mark,
Luke and John.
The convention culmi
nates with the "FiddleOff" which is a showdown
between flashing bow
strings and the most tal
ented of fiddlers.
The convention began
Friday evening and con
tinued into Saturday. Dur

ing the first weekend in
October, the campus of
Athens State University
becomes filled with ama
teur and "backporch"
musicians who have
trekked from as far away
as Arkansas and Virginia.
They arrive in RV's a week
before the convention and
settle on campus. Stranger
meets stranger to play
traditionals and old favor
ites - a music that is all at
once lonesome, rustic and
faithful. The numerous
concessions include re
gional arts & crafts as well
as vintage instruments.
Limestone County and
the Tennessee Valley as a
whole was largely settled
by migrant yoemanry and
folk manumitted from in
denture from the moun
tains of the upper South.
These people were de

scended from settlers
mostly of the lowlands of
the British Isles, who car
ried to the new world their
strong roots in folk music.
And so it was that Lime
stone County has become
a hot bed of traditional
music. No event carries
this legacy of folk and
bluegrass better than the
Fiddler's Convention.
If you happened to
miss this year's conven
tion at Athens State, be
sure to make it next year.
The same faces are sure to
show, as are new friends
to meet.
And as for now, the cot
ton harvest is wrapping
up, and the leaves are be
ginning to fall, and the
autumn wind bears with
it the sweet sound of bluegrass, the "other" true
American artform.

symphony
features the 1999 Cleve
land International Piano
Competition winner, An
tonio Pompa-Baldi, per
forming Mozart's Piano
Concerto No. 23.
Additional pieces will
include Alan Shulman's A
Laurentian Overture (dedi
cated
to
Tallulah
Bankhead)
and
Tchaikovsky's Symphony
No. 4.
Mr. Pompa-Baldi, a na
tive of Italy, has been play
ing the piano since the age
of four.

He began performing pearances in America.
in public at the age of
Alan Shulman was a
twelve.
cellist in the NBC Sym
He graduated from the phony and also in NBC's
Conservatorio
U. The Big Show orchestra.
Giordano at age 18.
The Laurentian Overture
He has also studied at was inspired by the
Accademia Laurentian Mountains in
Internazionale
Aldo Canada.
Ciccoli in Trinitapoli, and
Also, while workingon
at
the
Accademia the piece, Mr. Shulman
Internazionale F. Ferrara was inspired by actress
at Altomonte.
Tallulah Bankhead, who
The Cleveland Compe
was the emcee of The Big
tition and the New York Show.
debut recital are Mr.
Her interest in his work
Pompa-Baldi's first ap and
their subsequent dis

cussions of classical music
prompted Mr. Shulman to
dedicate the piece to her
and send her a special in
vitation to the premiere.
Mr. Shulman turned 85
this past June.
This year is the 100th an
niversary of Tallulah
Bankhead's birth.
Tickets are $21.50$36.50 for adults, and
$10.50 for students. For
additional information,
call the Huntsville Sym
phony Orchestra at 5394818.
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Napster appeals, panel offers few clues
By Howard
Mintz
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For legal prognosticators, there simply is not all
that much to download on
the three federal appeals
court judges who will de
cide
the
recording
industry's copyright in
fringement case against
Napster.
With the exception of
one of the judges, the 9th
U.S. Circuit Court of Ap
peals panel considering
the Napster case has a
scant track record when it
comes to authoring law on
intellectual property is
sues
and
high
technology's emerging
imprint on the legal land
scape.
"The panel is a bit of
cypher," said Mark
Lemley, a University of
California-Berkeley law
professor and expert on
legal issues in cyberspace.
"We don't know how this
panel is predisposed."
The three 9th Circuit
judges hearing the case
are Mary Schroeder, a

3 rfor or\nr*in F/-»<-»
Carter
appointee based in
Arizona who has just be
come the sprawling ap
peals court's chief judge;
Robert Beezer, a Seattlebased semi-retired judge
appointed by President
Reagan in 1984; and Rich
ard Paez, a Clinton ap
pointee who just joined
the court this year after a
two-year confirmation
battle in the U.S. Senate.
Schroeder's
back
ground offers the only
hint of precedent on intel
lectual property rights,
and her one major opinion
does not augur well for
Napster.
In
1996,
Schroeder penned a deci
sion finding that a Fresno
operator of a swap meet
could be held liable for
contributing to copyright
violations because its ven
dors were selling counter
feit music recordings.
The recording industry
has cited the case as pre
cedent for the 9th Circuit
to uphold U.S. District
Judge Marilyn Hall Patel's
order shutting down
Napster. In the copyright
arena, Schroeder also last
year wrote an opinion ex
tending copyright protec
(

L'

C

«

•

i •

tions for certain architec
tural design workers, and
dissented in favor of a
copyright holder in a case
involving the use of old
Fred Astaire movie clips.
In addition, Schroeder
encountered the com
plexities of high tech law
when she last year wrote
a decision overturning an
against
injunction
Microsoft Corp. in its
fierce legal battle with Sun
Microsystems over control
of Sun's Java program
ming language. That deci
sion, however, hinged pri
marily on contract law, not
intellectual property
rights.
Overall, Schroeder is
generally considered one
of the 9th Circuit's more
liberal judges, Beezer has
a conservative track
record on most issues, and
Paez, while carrying a
liberal's public interest
background, has not been
on the court long enough
to develop a reputation.
But legal experts say
the ideological struggles
that have defined the 9th
Circuit for years don't
play much of a role in
cyberlaw. The 9th Circuit,

1

.

1

.

.

which is the nation's larg
est appeals court, inter
prets law for nine western
states, including Califor
nia.
"It's not a heavily ideo
logical field just yet," said
UCLA law professor Eu
gene Volokh, an expert on
high tech law. "It's very
hard to predict results
based on ideology."
Added Cindy Cohn, le
gal director of the Elec
tronic Frontier Founda
tion, "IP stuff doesn't cut
that way. The interesting
thing to me is that there
really aren't any wild
cards on this panel."
The 72-year-old Beezer
has not turned up on any
major intellectual prop
erty cases, but he has de
fied his conservative repu
tation in the past. He at
tracted national attention
in 1991 when he created a
new definition in sex ha
rassment law,establishing
in a ruling a "reasonable
woman" standard for
such lawsuits.
Beezer, Schroeder, 59,
and Paez, 53, may all have
to get a tutorial on the
workings of Napster and
how millions of users

copy songs online. But le
gal experts and judges say
a learning curve has al
ways been part of the ter
ritory when new technol
ogy raises novel issues for
the courts.
"Case law deals with
life and life changes,"said
9th Circuit Judge Alex
Kozinski, one of the

court's most tech-savvy
members. "I don't think
anybody is scared of it.
Some people are more in
terested in this kind of
thing than other people.
But I don't know anybody
who says, "This is too dif
ficult, I can't handle it.'"
© 2000, San Jose Mer
cury News, Calif.

Check us out online!

exponent.
uah.edu
607 Jordan Lane
837-7220

602 Governors Drive
536-6585

Mention this ad for a FREE drink
with your purchase of a sub.

THINK ABOUT IT!
The misuse of alcohol by underage students and
by students over 21 remains a problem for some in
spite of laws, campus policies and college programs.
So when making choices with regard to alcohol
usage, think about the difference between low-risk and
high-risk drinking and abstaining.
Low risk drinking is:
• Thinking about whether you will drink, what
you will drink before the party
• Being 21 or older
• Eating a meal before drinking
• Abstaining is the safest choice
• Drinking no more than one drink per hour;
maximum 1 for women, 2 for men
• Always knowing what you are drinking
• Alternating alcohol-free drinks throughout the
evening
• Knowing how you will get home safely before
you go out
High risk drinking is:
• Chugging, drinking games, shots (drinking
anything out of a punch bowl, trough, hose, or
funnel)
• Drinking to get drunk (intoxicated)
• Driving after drinking or riding with someone

under the influence
• Drinking too much too fast
• Going to parties where people drink too much
• Not knowing what is in your glass or leaving
it unattended
• Mixing alcohol with medications or illegal
drugs
According to the 1997 College Alcohol Survey
(Anderson and Gadaleto)
college and university administrators estimate alcohol
is involved with:
29% of drop outs
38% of academic failures
64% of violent behaviors
66% of unsafe sexual practices
75% of acquaintance rapes
The Century Council, The council fights alcohol abuse
and is funded by America's leading distiller.
www.centruycouncil.org
The UAH Counseling Center and Bacchus
The University of Alabama in Huntsville
University Center, RM 113
Huntsville, AL 35899
(256) 824-6203
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Remember the Titans is unforgettable
By Lauren Eiter
Exorcist 2000 (R) 1:00 4:00
6:50 9:40 12:10
The Contender (R) 11:00
1:30 4:10 6:50 9:40 12:10
Ladies Man (R) 11:20 1:15
4:40 7:40 10:10 12:00
Dr. T and the Women (R)
1:40 4:30 7:05 9:45 12:15
Lost Souls (R) 11:10 1:25
4:25 7:25 9:55 12:05
Digimon: The Movie (PG)
11:05 1:00 4:00
Meet the Parents (PG-13
1:20 4:30 7:15 9:30 12:"
Get Carter (R) 11:15 1:40
4:40 7:20 9:50 12:00
Space Cowboys (PG-13)
llfoo 1:30 4:15 7:00 9:35
Bring It On (PG-13) 11:10
1:10 4:10 7:30 10:00
Bait (R) 4:35 7:15 10:00

Ln»iau
The Watcher (R) 1:10 4:10
7:10 9:.:55 12:1
:10
The Original Kings of
Comedy (R) 5:00 9:50
Urban Legends: Final Cut
(R) 1:35 4:35 7:35 10:05
What Lies Beneath (R)
1:25 4:25 7:00 9:35 12:05

Entertainment
Writer
That's right, it's foot
ball season again, and
what better way to kick it
off than by going to see
quite possibly the best feel
good movie of the year. I
am referring to the newlyreleased flick Retnemberthe
Titans. Created in Walt
Disney tradition, this
movie encompasses fam
ily themes with a contem
porary style that enter
tains as it enlightens. The
movie is based upon a true
story and takes place in
the South during the early
1970s, a time character
ized by political upheaval,
social unrest, and the ten
sions of racial integration.
Racism is a central theme
in the film, but not so
much that it distracts from

.4THX
AUDITORIUMS

Almost Famous (R) 11:00
1:40 4:20 7:00 9:35 12:10
Remember the Titans (PG1
1:15 4:15 7:10 9:30 12:00
Regal Cinemas

MADISON SQ. 1 2
Madison Sq. Mall 830-6829

Gladiator (R) 7:40
Scary Movie (R) 1:30 4:30
7:30 9:45

s (R) 12:4
3:45 6:45 9:25

Meet the Parents (PG-13)
4:20 7:20 10:00

Coyote Ugly (PG-13)
2:20 4:20 7:20 9:20

Almost Famous (R) 1:10
4:10 7:10 9:55

What Lies Beneath (PG13) 1:45 4:15 6:45 9:15

Digimon: The Movie (PG)
4:05 7:05 9:20

The Cell (R) 2:05 7:05

The Exorcist 2000 (R) 1:05
4:05 7:05 9:40

The Watcher (R) 4:30
9:30

Cowboys (PG-13)
) 4:00 7:00 9:30
Urban Legends: Final Cut
(R) 4:35 7:35 10:00

The Contender (R) 1:30
4:15 7:15 10:00

The Original Kings of
Comedy (R) 2:00 4:25
7:00 9:25

Disney's The Kid (PG)
1:15 4:15 7:15 9:35

Hollowman (R) 2:15
4:30 6:50 9:15

Autumn in New York (PG13) 4:20 7:20 9:40
The Ladies Man (R) 1:30
4:30 7:30 9:50
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UAH NERD DISCOUNT
If you are smart enough you can save a lot of BUCK$
We have 500 apartments to select from in the vicinity of Dra
All prices are for unfurnished apartments. Slightly moreAirfu
If you can afford it; if not we'll try to throw s

Bring It On (PG-13)
1:40 4:00 6:30 9:00
Remember the Titans
(PG) 1:40 4:10 6:40
9:10

Win Tickets to the Movies!
Movie Trivia:

Regular Price
Run of the Mill Student
2.5 GPA Procrastinator
3.0 GPA Nerd Pretender
3.5 GPA Genuine
4.0 GPA Einstein Clone"'

STUDIO

1BR

$225-250

$26

$215
$200
$19°
$175

Breezeways, Parking Lot, Sa
head /mo. Includes free fo
We have h

Mlfcf
^35
$2J%V
$2lCI

inter Park.
./Patton Rd area,
ished apartments.

3BR
$385-410

$600

Edward Norton directed what Director he previ
ously worked with in his film, Keeping The Faith!
The first 4 people with the correct answer for the
Movie Trivia will win movie tickets. ONLY1 pairs
of tickets will be given away each week. No phone
calls or notes will be accepted. Tickets for any trivia
will be distributed on a first come, first serve basis
from 12:00 - 2:00pm on Tues. No one who has won
in the last month is eligible forany contest or trivia.
Please see Jennifer Sharp in (TIjf Lxponrnf office only
between the hours specified above.

X

4116 Newson Rd.

ter (R) 1:1
3:50 9:20

The Nutty Professor II:
The Klumps (PG-13) 1:00
4:00 7:00 9:30

Chicken Run (G) 1:35 4:35

the real theme of brother
hood beyond color barri
ers.
Set in the small town
community of Alexandria,
Virginia, a town's hopes of
a football championship
are challenged when a
black man (Denzel Wash
ington) from out of town
replaces their beloved
head coach, Bill Yoast
(Will Patton). Tensions rise
due to an incurring inte
gration of races in a once
all-white school. How
ever, what contributes the
most crises, and later in
duces the central theme, is
the formation of the foot
ball team that is held in an
iconic position.
As Coach Boone Denzel Washington stars in the new Walt Disney Pictures/ferry Brukheimer Films'
(Washington) discovers,
Remember The Titans. (Photo from movies.yahoo.com)
building a team is no easy
task, especially a team as a chorus of We Are The grow to know each other
Remember the Titans is
with such hatred toward World to unite these guys. as something more than a truly an unforgettable film
each other. It's not as easy It has been said that the skin pigment and see each with an undying theme. It
best unifying factor is a other as teammates. Al leaves you feeling re
common enemy, and, in though camp drives them freshed and inspired. One
this case, Coach Boone as to the outer limits of them UAH freshman, Jessica
sumes the position as pub selves, it also draws them Boyles, comments about
lic enemy number one. closer to each other. When the film, "It was riveting
Hard-nosed and stiff- they return from camp, and held my attention."
necked, Washington por they are a unified force out Captivating its audiences
trays a stubborn SOB with for nothing less than the by not only dramatic ac
one thing on his mind—a championship. Although tion and a soundtrack
state football champion the conflict is no longer worth purchasing, Ret?iemship and nothing less. To among themselves, there ber the Titans also makes
accomplish this presti is a growing hostility be one "feel like part of the
gious goal, the Titans are tween the coaches. One team," as UAH freshmen
Complete College Ski Package
dragged away to two white and one black coach Shaun Burke states. In all
includes 5 nights lodging, 4 day lift
weeks of a training camp both remain bent on one spirit of this football sea
pass, and Exclusive (ijjjpi Events.
that makes boot camp goal. It just takes them the son, pack up your flannel
look like a day in the park. duration of the film to see blanket, paint your face
{1-888-754-8447)
mm
This part of the film that the goal of a champi your favorite team colors,
-SKITHIS connects the audience onship can only be at and head off to see this
with the personalities of tained at the expense of amazing film.
WWW.
.com
the characters as they their prejudices.

$10,000

«
$285
$275
$260

$355
$345
$325
$310

mpster available for students on probation for $.25/

S5r:entin8 t0 UAH StudentS' Come by for an interview,
q^^our transcript. We ain't taking your word for it!!!

^

882-7669

Our office is Y2K compliant..we still use paper & pencil.
You could contact us on the Internet..if we had the Internet.

SPEND A WEEK AT MIT & IT
SEEMS LIKE A YEAR.
SPEND A YEAR AT UAH AND
IT SEEMS LIKE A WEEK. NOW
THAT'S RELATIVITY
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Editorial
the Editor
to

is very ironic, considering
the tone of your article,
Cheryl.
Editor's note: This letter
Now, to set the record
is in response to an opinion
article which appeared in Vol. straight, let us take a look
32, No.5 of The Exponent at a typical day in the life
of an athlete. Besides tak
on September 21,2000.
ing a full class load and
Cheryl, you say you doing homework and re
pay close attention to the search, we also practice
small things. Well, maybe twice daily and have man
you just see what you datory gym time. On top
want to see. As an athlete, of all of this, many athletes
I can tell you that you have still work in order to pay
no justification for the rea their tuition and expenses.
soning in your article. To do all of this and still
Maybe someone stormed graduate with a minimum
past your "friend" as she 2.0 GPA (within four years
waited to see a counselor. of eligibility) takes a lot of
However, that does not responsibility and dedica
make all athletes the ac tion. Yes, in order to re
cused. Did you bother to main eligible, athletes
ask this person why they must maintain a mini
were upset? Did the per mum 2.0 GPA toward their
son have just cause, or do major. Those athletes that
you think they were sim do work, must report all
ply abusing the system sources of income because
because they were ath the NCAA regulates how
letes? Do some research much student athletes can
before you just go off on a earn, making it even more
tangent of your own. Let difficult to arrange a
me remind you that ste schedule that fits UAH
reotyping is very compa course offerings, job offer
rable to other injustices ings, and athletic respon
such as sexism and rac sibilities.
As for being "catered
ism, which is classifying
someone without cause. to, babied, and cuddled"
Any respect you feel that by our coaches, the only
you have gained from things done for us by our
your professors by writing coaches are things that are
this article, you have now directly related to the
lost from many of your sport we play (proper
peers. To accuse athletes coaching and providing
of being whiners or babies equipment). When it
Dear Editor:

comes to our schedules,
we wait in line just like all
of the other students here
at UAH. We are reminded
daily that we are equal to
every other student on
campus, as we are not al
lowed to receive any spe
cial treatment or service
that is unavailable to other
non-athletes. The rules
and regulations placed on
a student athlete are so
strict that it is almost a vio
lation for us-to sneeze. It
should further be noted
that, if we were to receive
any preferential treatment
by coaches, administra
tors, or professors, we
would lose our eligibility
and scholarships, in es
sence ending our aca
demic careers at UAH.
In the case of the biol
ogy student that you men
tioned, her accomplish
ments under such hard
ships are very commend
able. But, I hope you can
now see that an athlete's
life is not all fun and
games. If any athlete has
gone out of their way to
harm you, for that I apolo
gize. However, I do be
lieve that you have no real
complaint, because every
one has obstacles they
must overcome. I hope
you can now see the falsi
ties of your accusations.
Respectfully,
Joel Bresciani

Parker continued from page 5
he baseball team has been
i nationally ranked team
^ear-in and year-out. Par
ticipating for these athletic
teams and getting nothing
n return in the form of
scholarship money shows
t lot of heart and determi
nation.
Who cares if athletes
?et to register before any
one else does? It's not like
here is a 90-man football
squad here that fills up all
he home economics
lasses so you can't learn
now to bake muffins for
four honey. Student athetes have to be allowed to
schedule their classes
without being told that a
is filled up already,
any sports have practice
games in the afterton and late night hours,
aese athletes have to try
*d
- get all of
ui their
uicn classes
tiaasca
before noon or so or else

they will be forced to skip
a vast majority of the lec
tures and/or labs.
If you see any athlete
here on campus get a
coach to scurry anywhere
"with a mere wiggle of
their finger," you should
probably contact a priest
or some sort of exorcist
because there is witchcraft
being done. Athletes at
UAH do not have that
kind of power. The most
any coach can do is ask a
professor to be lenient on
due dates or a make-up of
an exam due to games and
road trips.
A better thing for you
to do m'am (only since I
am a Southern gentleman)
is instead of writing ar
ticles complaining about
athletes' schedules and
bad manners, maybe you
should extend a little cornmon courtesy yourself. A

little token of friendship in
the form of lending some
class notes to help an ath
lete trying to catch up on
some work would be a
much better substitute.
Just remember, we all
get dealt a tough hand ev
ery once in a while. The
divorced mother of a 3year-old who is trying to
gain a college degree that
you mentioned is just one
of numerous examples
that could be mentioned.
The centerfielder for the
UAH Baseball team is try
ing to help raise his 1-yearold daughter while his
wife is away at North Ala
bama trying to get an edu
cation of her own.
This is a tough life to
lead, no one said it would
be easy. Being a collegiate
athlete is not an easy chore
either, otherwise everyone
would do it.

Puge9

Only
joking
By Dauphne Rogers
Editor In Chief
We've all heard them before. The
list is endless.
Fat jokes, dumb-blond jokes, ethnic
jokes, racial jokes, etc. etc. etc.
Some people find them humorous
and claim they are said in the spirit of
good-natured fun.
Others find them offensive—even
when they are not the subjects of
whichever joke is being told at the
moment.
If it's all in good fun, then what is
the harm? Is there any harm? Opin
ions vary.
This is mine.
Every action we take and every
word we speak contributes to the
world we live in both now and in tire
future. Even our thoughts and atti
tudes shape our emotional and men
tal environments.
i-I
The felling of racial, ethnic, or simi
lar jokes perpetuates stereotypes and
the attitudes that make many kinds of
prejudice a reality in our society.
There are many problems with ste
reotypes. One of the big ones is* obvi
ous if considered: everyone falls into
some stereotypical category. And I do
mean everyone.
If you think them's an exception,
think again. There is no such thing as
"the norm" in our society anymore.
Everyone can be placed into catego
ries. White, protestant, males have ste
reotypes that follow them these days,
; J ® ' V
tOO,
J *
If everyone can be stereotyped, and
thereby experience prejudice from one
group or another (often more than
one), how can anyone feel that per
petuating narrow-minded or bigoted
ideas (even those disguised as jokes)
is acceptable?
Yet, people do. They do it every day.
Even people from groups that feel
like they are the only ones experienc

ing prejudice and stereotype engage in
sucb thoughts and behavior. Tlus is
sad but true.
Until all people relinquish these ac
tivities in though and deed, feelings of
blame and victimization will continue
to support the cycles of predjuice so
common in our cultures worldwide.
On Wednesda)', October 11, there
will a program sponsored by the Black
annual Campus Week of Dialogue.
This will take place in room 200 of
Morton Hall at 8 p.m. the program will
feature a short excerpt from an 80 s TV
types that college students often hold.
There will be a forum on stereotyp
ing after the program, which will be
followed by refreshments. All stu
dents are encouraged to participate
since stereotyping exists about ath
letes, fraternities, nationalities,
northerners, sexes, sexual orientations,
sororities, southerners/ and every
other group you can think of as welt
I think UAH, not to mention the
world-at-large, needs more programs
such as the one being offered on Octo 
ber 11 to give people the opportunity
to consider the issues of prejudice and
stereotyping as well as the feelings that
perpetuate and surround these probfemsif'
•
''
h"
The problem facing our world is not
a matter of one group holding these
feelings against another group. It is a
matter of many individuals who hold
feelings of blame and victimization
against groups filled with anonymous
individuals that they consider "the
ofers^-'gty'
S'Cf ;;
We are all members of one collec
tive group—human beings—with
more in common than we will ever
have in difference.

Know
any
Scary
Stories?
Submit your ghoststory, urban legend, or twisted
tale of 250 words or more to The Exponent office,
room 104 of the UC. You can also email your stories
as a Word attachment to clubwire@yahoo.com
by noon on Tuesday, October 24. The best story
will be featured in The Exponents special Halloween
issue, and its author will receive a really
ghoulish prize! All entries will be also be
featured in the Exponent Online.
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Opinion

Another infringement of privacy by Bro. Ed.

By J. Caleb
Clanton
Opinion Writer
I remember my first
toke. Vantage, menthol a 100, I think. Complete
with recessed filter.
I believe I was about
twelve years old when I
first took that initial
plunge into the world of
the Devil's weed. Like
any good rock star, or any
one cool for that matter, I
lit my first with a match.
I recall standing beside
the local Sportsmen's
Club Lake with my pals
holding a smoke that I had
lifted from a^i older
acquaintance's leather
jacket. Sure, the smoke
was a little rough at first,
but I was tough. I never
coughed. I just kept a
straight face, trying not to
let the others see me smile
from the realization that I
had just done that which I
considered to be coolest
thing I had ever accom
plished in my entire

twelve years of existence.
"Hey little thing, let me
light your candle - cause
a-momma, I'm a-sure
hard to handle..." Those
eternal words of the Black
Crowes rang out from my
buddy's radio as I stood
puffing before the water
thinking about how I was
"hard to handle." Yes, I
was nothing less than cool
as I capped the virgin ex
perience by nonchalantly
flicking the smoldering
butt into the water before
me as if I had been smok
ing for years. Some
things, well, you never
forget them.
O.K., so maybe it
wasn't that epic of an ex
perience. But, like other
kids, I tried stupid things.
Yet, I kicked the habit well
before I ever completed
middle school. Some of
my buddies, though, they
found something that they
really liked and stuck with
it on into high school.
And, some of those bud
dies actually went on to
play sports in high school,
believe it or not. Football,
baseball, tennis, you name
it.
That was then, this is
now. These days, kids
can't smoke and play high
school sports. Over the
last few weeks, there has
been much talk across Ala
bama in favor of manda
tory nicotine testing for
high school athletes. If the

vacy and security of per
son.
Now, this does not
mean that I implicitly con
done smoking or drug use
among high school ath
letes. I do not. However,
I think that it is neither
proper nor just for the
State by means of the edu
cational system to invade
a person's privacy. Such
testing seems to be a very,
very slippery slope to
wards more fascistic
Orwellian types of per
sonal invasion by the
State.
Unfortunately, it seems
that all too often in this
society we are willing to

gradually forfeit our indi
vidual rights of personal
privacy in the pursuit of
accomplishing other so
cial goals, in this case pre
venting tobacco use
among high school ath
letes. However, it is fool
ish to trade something so
fundamental as an
individual's right to pri
vacy and security of per
son for a stab at prevent
ing high school students
from using tobacco.
Give me a society
where liberty and justice
reigns any day. If that
means some folks burn a
smoke from time to time,
so be it.

idea, which would natu- suit ammunition when
rally and spontaneously they happen to step on
occur to any skilled me patent landmines. This
chanic or operator in the hurts everyone. Your fa
ordinary progress of vorite game, operating
manufactures." The idea system, or word processor
to organize online Expo might have to omit a really
nent content according to cool feature because the
the issue in which it was feature would infringe on
published is a perfect ex a trivial patent. Dealing
ample of such an unpat with the patent system
entable idea.
slows the time-to-market
The Thomas Paine for software (meaning we
quote at the top of this ar would have to wait longer
ticle may seem far from its for software to come out)
home in the gun control and tilts the playing field
debate, but it also applies even further in favor of
here. The result of grant big companies (meaning
ing trivial patents is that less competition and less
software developers and quality). As Professor
companies are forced to Donald Knuth wrote,
stockpile even more trivial "There are better ways to
patents for use as counter- earn a living than to pre

vent other people from
making use of one's con
tributions to computer sci
ence."
Patents are supposed to
benefit the public, but the
current anti-American
system benefits big busi
ness at the expense of con
sumers. In the coming
years, computers and soft
ware will play an increas
ingly important role in our
lives. Therefore, software
quality is vital, and we
help ourselves by disman
tling roadblocks like soft
ware patents. If you're
interested in learning
what you can do, visit the
League for Programming
Freedom at http: / /
lpf.ai.mit.edu/.

tests are positive, then the fact, it sounds great. Nico
kid can't play high school tine testing - like drug
testing - seems like a good
sports anymore.
Advocates of such test way to deter tobacco use
ing say that they are sim and subsequent addiction
ply trying to promote within our society, espe
healthy living among stu cially among high school
dents by taking a proac students.
However, the ends do
tive stance against use of
not
justify the means. It is
tobacco. And, of course,
the soccer moms and pot simply wrong, not to men
bellied coaches are falling tion degrading, to invade
all over themselves to sup a young person's private
port mandatory nicotine affairs by demanding that
testing arguing that such he or she urinate into a
testing is a great way for cup in order to determine
the educational system to if he or she uses tobacco.
eliminate yet another so It seems quite clear that
such a mandatory request
cial evil.
On the surface, nicotine is in direct violation of an
testing sounds good. In individual's right to pri

Bacon, continued from page 3
(5,819,032) that covers
electronic magazines in
which "article boxes are
added and removed from
the screen to demonstrate
which articles were pub
lished at which times
within the publishing pe
riod." Even a simple site
. like The Exponents that al
lows users to browse back
issues could be construed
as infringing upon this
patent. In The Great At
lantic and Pacific Tea Co.
vs. Supermarket Corp.,
Supreme Court Justice
William Douglas filed this
opinion: "It was never the
object of [patent] laws to
grant a monopoly for ev
ery trifling device, every
shadow of a shade of an

We Want Your Letters!
^xponrnt welcomes letters to the editor concerning any topic. Let
ters should be typed or submitted on disk and no longer than 250 words.
Exponent no longer requires student numbers, phone numbers, or
addresses to accompany letters to the editor. Please, include your full
name with any submissions. Name and title only, if applicable, will be
published, although names can be withheld upon request. ©Ije 'Jixporient
reserves the right to edit all materials submitted for publication.
Letters should be typed, submitted on disk, or emailed to
rogersc@email.uah.edu no later than Mondays at 4 p.m. in order to ap
pear in that Thursday's issue. Letters may also be sent to ©1\t Exponent
office by mail at The Exponent, UAH, UC104, Huntsville, AL 35899, or
by fax at (256) 824-6096.
Opinions expressed in columns or letters are those of the authors and
not necessarily that of
Exponent, its staff or management.
All materials contained herein, except advertising or where indicated otherwise, is
Copyright 2000 by ®lje Exponent and protected under the Work Made for Hire and Peri
odical Publication categories of the U.S. Copyright Laws. Materials herein may not be
reprinted without the expressed written permission of ©lje ^xpunent. (i.e., all articles,
letters, and photographs submitted to SIljc Exponent become property of ©Ije Exponent
upon receipt.)
®1jb Exponent is the student produced newspaper of the University of Alabama in
Huntsville, published each Thursday during the school year.
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Weekly Horoscope
Aries (March 21-April 19). Changes take place Mon
day and Tuesday. Don't take action then. Wait to see
how things develop so you can push forward Wednes
day and Thursday. By Friday you should run into op
position. You should already have your plan well un
derway by then. Postpone travel this weekend and get
your financial affairs into order instead.
Taurus (April 20-May 20). Your money is in a state
of flux on Monday and Tuesday. You're not sure of the
income and expenses yet. Find out before making any
agreements. On Wednesday and Thursday you're
pushed to handle somebody else's emergency No point
in getting stressed. Stay calm as you wrap up loose ends
on Friday and you'll help others calm down, too. Save
this weekend for your favorite private indulgences.
Gemini (May 21-June 21). Although you've got the
experience, others have good ideas, too. Together, you
can solve a problem at work on Monday and Tuesday
You should do the planning Wednesday and Thursday
so the others will know what to do. Follow through
Friday on plans you've already made. Go through your
closets over the weekend and get rid of stuff you don't
need. Some of it's still good. Turn a tidy profit with a
garage sale, too.
Cancer Qune 22-july 22). Postpone travel on Mon
day and Tuesday Getting a message across might even
be hard, and things could get lost in the mail. The pace
quickens on Wednesday and Thursday as new orders
come in. Don't let anything stack up; you'll need the
room to untangle a mess on Friday Flide out with
friends over the weekend. Do something fun that's free.
Nobody can afford to spend much money.
Leo Quly 23-Aug. 22). Help your team get the money
it needs on Monday and Tuesday. Don't give up if your
first four or five tries are fruitless. You may not see re
sults until Wednesday. A little planning can save a lot
of racing back and forth on Thursday and Friday. Spend
time with your folks over the weekend. They need to
catch up on the gossip, and you don't want them to get
it secondhand.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). Your partner's in a bit of a
tizzy on Monday and Tuesday. Do what you can to help
out. Be careful shopping on Wednesday and Thursday.
Money will be burning a hole in your pocket. Take care
of old business on Friday so you can relax with a clear
conscience over the weekend. Visit with neighbors over
the weekend, but schedule a long trip for another time.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23). You're creative on Monday
and Tuesday, but concentrating is hard. Try not to make
a big mess as you put together your masterpiece. On
Wednesday and Thursday somebody wants to make
decisions for you. Make sure they're doing it right. Fri
day is pretty chaotic. You could make a date work, and
travel to visit friends could be fun. Plans won't be fol
lowed, though, so toss them. Over the weekend ro
mance is difficult and money is tight.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21). Monday and Tuesday
you're interested in love, but too many things get in
the way. You might not make the connection until late.
Wednesday and Thursday are busy. Don't make a date
for then; you might not even have time for lunch. Tem
pers are short on Friday Don't schedule meetings with
people you don't like; you're liable to tell them what
you really think. Over the weekend settle into the safety
of your family, where you can speak freely
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21). You'll run into lots of
arguments Monday and Tuesday.This is good. It'll help
you polish your presentation. Take action Wednesday
and Thursday in romance and business dealings. You ve
rehearsed what to say, so it'll be effortless. On Friday
you're sharp, and that's good. You may have to be.
You're mentally fatigued this weekend. Evaluate your
Progress and do more planning with close friends.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19). Others can't decide what
they want you to do on Monday and Tuesday. If you
can figure it out, you might make a tidy profit. Watch
tor accidents around the house on Wednesday and
Thursday. Don't run with scissors — or let anybody
else. An older person's confusion could upset you on
Friday. Try not to let somebody else's troubles get under your skin. There's too much fun this weekend.
Schedule some private time, too.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb 18). On Monday get a mesggge out to a person far away.The money's almost there,

By Linda C. Black, Tribune Media Services (week of October 9)

Oct. 10; Practice using your intuition at work and
but not quite. It will be, soon. On Tuesday be careful
not to say too much. You don't want to unwittingly help show a tidy profit. Don't tell all you know or guess.
Oct. 11: You could have a great adventure. Do some
the competition. Good friends are on your side Wednes
day and Thursday. Go ahead and use them. The pace planning to keep costs from soaring.
Oct 12: You're persuasive this year. Win a prize by
quickens on Friday. Delegate as much as possible. Stick
close to home over the weekend and do what others choosing your words carefully.
Oct. 13: A battle's going on between your passive
ask. Your same old routine is relaxing.
and
assertive sides. What emerges is a more practical,
Pisces (Feb.19-March 20). Seems like everything you
try on Monday doesn't work. Don't give up or get de secure you.
Oct 14: You're imaginative and creative. Learn to
pressed. By Tuesday others will be more encouraging.
be
practical, and you're unbeatable.
The costs are higher than you thought on Wednesday
Oct
15:Save your pennies and take a flight into your
and Thursday, but more money's coming in, too. Your
fantasies.
If not now, when?
talent may finally be rewarded. Watch expenses on Fri
©
TMS
Campus, 2000
day. Spend as little as possible. Stick close to home on
Saturday and Sunday. Instead of traveling, invite oth
Job opportunities available at
ers to your house.

If You're Having a Birthday This Week;
Oct. 9: You can be a big help to somebody in need.
Formal education may be put on hold, as you concen
trate on a different kind of lesson.

Writers
Sales Associates

Campus Club Wire
Editor's Note: ©jefspammt reserves the right to edit all submissions for content. Due to space requirements, please limit
announcements to approximately 75 words. All submissions must be given directly to Jennifer Tibbs in the UC, room 104
on Tuesdays between 10 a.m. and noon or emailed to clubwire@yahoo.com no later than noon on Tuesdays. No
submissions left in the drop-box will be printed. Announcements are preferred on disk. Announcements with graphics will
not be accepted.
ASME
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) General Meeting will be held Tuesday, October 10, at
7:30PM in Technology Hall room N216. Refreshments will be served.

Society for Ancient Languages
The Oracle warns Oedipus to leave, but misinterpreting the message, he does not leave. Rather, a sacrifice is
given to the gods to learn who is demanded to be punished. Yet the sacrifice goes horribly wrong! They are
unable to leam from the gods the one who is to be punished; they must find out on their own. Creon is then
chosen for this task. Who could he be? Come see us and find out on Tuesday in Roberts Hall, room 406!

Red Ribbon Drug Awareness Rally
Monday, October 23,2000, 3:45 p.m. -4:30 p.m., North Side of the Madison County Courthouse. Wrap the
Courthouse with a "Living Red Ribbon" to celebrate a drug-free lifestyle.

Pi Kappa Alpha
Thanks to everyone who made the trip out to Rajun Cajun 2000. I hope ya'll had as much fun as we did. We
would like to extend a special thank you to Tom DeWille for is help with the entertainment. In other news
the Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity football team pulled out a hard fought 16-14 victory Sunday afternoon over
Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity.

Group for Students Interested in Depression
This group will include information about depression, anxiety, emotional issues, and other forms of mental
illness; discussion and sharing of experiences; an environment in which to give and receive support, discuss
the impact mental illness has on our daily lives, share coping techniques, and discuss treatment options. The
group is free to all currently enrolled students. Register at the UAH Counseling Center by calling 824-6203
or visit UC 113. The group will begin in early October.

Eta Kappa Nu
Eta Kappa Nu is sponsoring a night of bowling on Friday, October 13 from 7-10pm. It will be held at Park
way Lanes just South of Governor's Drive on the Parkway. The event is for ECE students, professors and
their quests. Cost is $5 to bowl plus $1 for shoe rental. Take a break from midterms! Come out and have fun

Earth Action
Earth Action, the UAH campus environmental group Our next meeting is Friday Oct. 13 at 2:00 PM in room
132 of the University Center. Ecofact: According to the Sierra Club, switching from an average car to a 13mile-per-gallon SUV for a year would waste more energy than leaving a refrigerator door open for 6 years, a
TV turned on for 28 years, or a bathroom light lit for 30 years.

Depression Screening Day
Free program for students, faculty and staff. No appointments necessary. Monday, October 16,2000. 1030
am-12-30 p m and 2:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. UC 113 (for students) and 515 Sparkman Dr. (for faculty and
staff) For more information, students call (256) 824-6203; faculty call (256) 872-2327. Sponsored by The
UAH Counseling Center and The UAH Employee Assistance Program.

Attention Venda Card Users
The following copiers are now on the campus wide card system and the venda cards are no longer in use:
Library, Nursing, Roberts Hall (3rd floor), Morton Hall (214), UC (2"d floor lobby), and CCRH. A value
transfer station will be available at the library and at the UC. In the next few weeks, five more venda card
readers will be replaced.

Charger ACM
Charger ACM (Association for Computer Machinery). Meeting Oct. 13,1 p.m., Mom's. Pizza, drinks, and
snacks. Contact acm@cs.uah.edu for more information.
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Classifieds

HELP WANTED

black; call 256-931-0953;ask for John.

Have Fun - Raising
Funds for your Clubs,
Teams & groups Earn up
to $500 or more! Put our
25 years of fundraising
experience to work for
you. Call now for details.
800 592 2121 ext725.

1977 Porsche 924, silver
w/blk int., 4 spd,sunroof,
138K miles, runs well,
good body, $2,000. 8286213

EGG DONORS NEEDED!
Females 19-29. Help infer
tile women have the child
they long for. Pays
$2000.00/ completed
cycle. Email Info@Genesis
FamilyServices.com, or
call toll-free (877) 8100480.

FOR SALE
1990 Ford Mustang LX 5.0;
good condition; $2500;

SPRINGBREAK 2001
Hiring On-Campus
Reps
SELL TRIPS, EARN
CASH, GO FREEH!
Student Travel Services
America's #1 Student
Tour Operator
Jamaica, Mexico, Baha
mas, Europe, Florida
1-800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com

White motorcycle helmet;
has face shield; good con
dition; $40 OBO. Call 8243039

Andy Singer

ISIO EXIT

THAT NIGHT, ALICE UJAS VISITED BY THE

Check us
out
online at
exponent.
uah.edu

TRAVEL
SPRING BREAK 2001
Jamaica, Cancun, Florida,
Barbados, Bathamas, Padre.
Now Hiring Campus Reps.
Earn 2 Free Trips.
Free Meals. Book by Nov.
3rd Call for FREE info or
www.sunsplashtours.com

1-800-426-7710

Crossword 101
ACROSS

1 Murder
5 Transported
10 55 Across Garments
14 Horseless carriage
15 Surrender cry
16 Wise guy
17 Shortstop's forte

19 Crossword puzzle aid

20 Theological sch.
21 First mate
22 Felt III
23 Higher
24 Ham specialty
26 Holy
29IOU In a way
30 Fed. protection agcy.
33 Fruits
34 Daytime dramas
35 Suet
36 Sea eagles
37 Sculler's need
38 Detergent brand
39 Vietnam Veterans
Memorial sculptor

42 Wrap
43 Constellation
44 Brews
45 Coercion
46 Christens
48 Capital of Latvia
49
News Network
51 Body fluids
52 Newspaper.Slang
55 Riyadh native
56 Chubby person
59
High Stadium
60 Pushers' customers
61 Summit
62 Colorless
63 Railroad station
64 North Carolina's Smith
DOWN

1 Droops
2 Angler's need
3 Particle
4
bet

1

2

3

14

4

5

6

7

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

27

28

•
•

41

50

31

32

35

CLASSIFIEDS ARE FREE!

42

45

48

47

62

30

52

51

56

57

60
63

5 Started to flower
6 Open. In a way
7 Bamboozle
8 Building extension
9 Pa. neighbor
10 Computer acronym
11 Dynamic person
12 Chills and fever
13 Follows top
18 Church parts
22 Turmoils
23 Hockey great & family
24 Raises
25 Current unit
26 Hex
27 High nest
28 Ungraceful dive
29 Trenches
31 Male parents
32 Belongs to sun god
34 infections
38 Scarlett's home
40 Arrived
41 Brew

By GFR Associates E-Mail: EDC9432@aol.cora
Mail: GFR, P.O. Box 461, Schenectady, NY 12301
The answersfor the crossword puzzle will be printed in next xveek's issue.

Advertisement information can be obtained
by contacting Terra Tusler, Advertising
Manager at ®Ije ^xpunTttf by phone, fax or
come by the office in the University Center,
room 104.
Telephone: 824-6090 Fax: 824-6096
Email: terratusler@hotmail.com
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ADVERTISEMENT
INFORMATION

By Ed Canty

" The Whole Ball of Wax "

40 Hauls

October12, 2000

•

53

54

58
61
64

42 Sweet thing
45 Most critical
47 'Three Tall Women"
playwright
48 Backward:Prefbe
49 Vacation home
50 Song
51 Up or down lead in
52 Indy 500 e.g.
53
Mater
54 Singer Campbell
56 Comedian
Abbott
57 Employ
58 Evil
Quotable Quote

" The physician can bury his
mistakes, but the architect
can only advise his clients
to plant vines. "
. .. Frank Lloyd Wright

Classified ads in
^LxpottTttf are free for
all UAH students, faculty, staff and alumni.
Contact ®lj* 'JExponenf, attention Jennifer
Sharp, Layout Editor at 824-6090 for more
information or bring your ad by our office
in room 104 of the University Center. You
can also contact ®lj* ^txpunenf office by fax
at
824-6096,
or
by
email at
sharpjl@email.uah.edu.
(Deadlinefor all classifieds to beturned in is no later than 4 p.m. on the
Monday before the next paper is scheduled to be published. All free
classifieds will run for two weeks unless otherzvise specified.)

Answers to 9-28-00puzzle

SWINGING SINGLES
B
L
0
T
P
L
A
C
E
A
G
E
D

A S
B
B S 1R
E T 0 0
T
R 0
A D D
R 0 V E S
0 N E R
M E S
P A
A C
S C
L A
IT R A M
S P E N
A L E
0
G A D
R
A Y S
B
A
0
N
E

L A
A W
M A
P Y
S1
A
L A
0 H
R E
D D
S
D
N E
E B
E S

S T
E R
N Y
S

S 0 A P
1 N C A
N E E D
C A D S
E N1
D N A
0 A F
S N 1 T
A L V E
W Y E R
S
S C \

T 0 K
E R Y
R G E
M
S
V
S A
D A N
E L E
B A S E H 1 T
1 D
T 0 T E
T S
S E E M

